"CLASS 142 - D.M.U. OR RAILBUS?"

Rodger P. Bradley

Officially,

British

Rail's

self-propelled

body two-car d.m.u's - British Rail

vehicles are known as lightweight diesel

Engineering Ltd (BREL), Leyland, and

multiple units, and were developed for use

Walter Alexander Ltd. The first 50 are

on lightly loaded and suburban services,

BREL-Leyland units, whilst the Walter

with the first sets being handed over for

Alexander built vehicles were subject to

use in the Greater Manchester area, in

"blacking" by railway trade unions, along

May 1985. There are three manufacturers

with a similar wide-bodied design, the

involved with the construction of the wide

class

Basically, the class 142 consists of a

construction, with suspension derived

widened Leyland National bus body, on a

from the now defunct APT programme,

purpose-built

underframe,

including Flexicoil springs for both vertical

arranged in pairs. The twin units are just

and k3x lateral damping, and capable of

over 100 ft long, with a driving cab at each

running at speeds of up up to 100 mph.

end. The BREL-Leyland partnership won

They are diesel-mechanical units, and each

the first order for 50 units, worth some

car

£17M, or about £340,000 for each set.

turbocharged six-cylinder diesel engine -

The underframe is a relatively simple steel

mounted horizontally under the floor of

2-axle

rail

143.

is

powered

by

a

218

bhp,

course. These are the same Leyland TL60

later class 141 units, through a fully

engines as powered the 1st generation

automatic gearbox and final cardan shaft

class 140 railbus/railcar, and drive the

drive

to

each

of

the

axles.

Class 142 Principal Dimensions
Number range:

As built
142001-142096

Refurbished
142001-142096

Introduced:

1985-1987

1990s/2001-02

Built by:

Leyland bus body on BREL
underframe, assembled at Derby

Leyland bus body on BREL underframe,
assembled at Derby

Formation:

DMS+DMSL

DMS+DMSL

Vehicle numbers:

DMS - 55542-55591, 55701-55746

DMS - 55542-55591, 55701-55746

DMSL - 55592-55641, 55747-55792

DMSL - 55592-55641, 55747-55792

Vehicle length:

51ft 0 1/2in (15.55m)

51ft 0 1/2in (15.55m)

Height:

12ft 8in (3.86m)

12ft 8in (3.86m)

Width:

9ft 2 1/4in (2.80m)

9ft 2 1/4in (2.80m)

Seating:

DMS - 62S

DMS - 56-62S (depending on layout)

DMSL -59S

DMSL - 50-59S (depending on layout)

Internal layout:

2+3 bus

2+3 or 2+2 (depending on operator)

Gangway:

Within set only

Within set only

Toilets:

DMSL - 1

DMSL - 1

Weight:

DMS 24.5 tonnes

DMS 24.5 tonnes

DMSL - 25 tonnes

DMSL - 25 tonnes

Brake type:

Air EP

Air EP

Bogie type:

4-wheel chassis

4-wheel chassis

Power unit:

1 x Leyland TL11 of 205hp per
vehicle

1 x Cummins LTA10-R of 230hp per
vehicle

Transmission:

Mechanical

Hydraulic

Transmission type:

SGC

Voith T211r

Horsepower (total):

400hp

460hp

Max speed:

75mph (121 km/h)

75mph (121 km/h)

Coupling type:

BSI - outer

BSI - outer

Bar - inner

Bar - inner

Multiple restriction:

Class 14x, 15x and 170

Class 14x, 15x and 170

Door type:

Twin leaf pivot

Twin leaf pivot

Special features:

-

-

Body structure:

Steel

Steel

The top image shows the
original LEV on test, whilst
in the lower view, the first
production series – the
Class 141 – seen entering
Leeds City station in 1984.

Up above, the body is the integral steel

attachment of body to underframe. The

structure used in the Leyland National

cab itself has been redesigned from that

buses, and in fact, uses the same pressings

seen on the 141's in West Yorkshire, and

for various panels, with jigs widened to

the mating of rail and road technologies

give an overall width of 2800 mm (9ft

has shown up some problem areas,

2tins). The rail specification, for an end

particularly in areas subject to vibration,

loading of 150 tonnes, has affected the

and the longer life expected from rail

design of the cab structure, and the

service vehicles.

Railcar bodies under construction at Leyland Bus, Workington

Underframe under construction at BREL, Derby

BR Class 142 Diagram

The wider bodies of the class 142 and

glass

class 143 allow seats to be arranged in a 2

Remembering the criticism of earlier rail

+ 3 formation, either side of the central

bus types were subject to, on the

gangway

2

question of doors and passenger access,

arrangement standard in buses, and the

the designers have incorporated in the

earlier railcars.

new units, three sets of double air-

Total seating on the new units is 122, with

operated folding doors, on each side of a

one of the two vehicles including a toilet

pair of vehicles. These give a wider

compartment, developed by Leyland, and

opening and, of course, easier access than

using a modular form of construction and

previous designs.

compared

with

a

2

+

reinforced

plastic

(grp)

panels.

Extract from "Railpower" magazine, July 1986. Courtesy: Railway
Industry Association (RIA).

In operation, up to four twin units can be

In the North West and North Wales, the

coupled together, borrowing something

new 142' s are known as "Pacers", and

from model railway technology perhaps,

those that are allocated for service

with the use of automatic centre couplers.

around Manchester are painted in orange
and brown, with yellow ends, black
underframe, and a broad white stripe

separating the bodyside panels from the

roof

roof. Window surrounds on all units are

underframe. Devon & Cornwall's local and

picked out in black.

branch

Other 142s in the service of B.R's

operation, but here they are known as

Provincial Services Sector are in two tone

"Skippers", and carry a brown and white

blue, with the same broad white stripe at

colour scheme.

By January this year (1986), 17 of the 29

as quickly as possible, scrapping older

units for service in the North West had

types, instead of a gradual introduction,

arrived at Newton Heath, one of which

and extending the life of some older dmu's.

(set No.142008) was on loan from Laira.

The new class 142s have been ordered

Plymouth had received 10 units by

from Associated Rail Technologies (ART)

December 1985, in time for the official

- the new name for the BRE-Leyland

start of 142 workings in January 1986.

grouping

Towards the end of October 1985, a

Alexander. In addition, a further 23 of the

further 46 class 142s were authorised, in
keeping with the new 'build fast' policy,
resulting in the acquisition of new dmu's

level,

yellow

services

with

also

ends

and

have

black

142's

coachbuilders

in

Walter

similar class 143 dmu's was ordered, but
the underframes for these are to be built
by BREL, instead of Andrew Barclay.

Class 144 "Pacer" unit passing Carnforth East Junction with a Morecambe - Leeds service in July
1989
Photo © Stephen McGahon

The class 143 units - the first of which

55691, hence any future 142s will have

appeared in June last year - total 25 on

vehicle numbers from 55692 upwards.

the existing order, and have been turned

Currently, delivery of additional 142 and

out in the two-tone Provincial Services

143 units is expected to begin towards

sector livery for use in Scotland and the

the middle of this year, replacing a total of

North East. The numbering of class 143

233 dmus, 12 Mk1 loco hauled coaches,

vehicles will affect the new numbers for

and two locomotives, when, eventually, all

further class 142s, since the former carry

144 wide bodied railbus/lightweight dmu's

vehicle numbers between 55642 and

are

By the time this goes to press, Manchester

some of Laira's ageing class 118 units.

will probably have its complete allocation

They

of "Pacers", 29 in all, with some units

problems however, even at this early

in

have

not

service.

been

without

their

Class 143 and Class 142 units approaching Leeds City Station in 1986.
© Rodger Bradley

working out of Preston, and Chester.

stage, and there have been some adhesion

Down in the West Country, "Skippers"

problems working South Devon's steep

have been at work in the south west since

banks. By and large though, they appear

January, though until they were officially

to be relatively popular, and certainly add

introduced, they had been deputising for

a touch of colour on suburban services.

It is surprising as along with the "Sprinter"

more attractive and ideal solution for the

dmu's, they are part of British Rail's most

modern branch line layout would be hard

significant order for many years, no

to find nice simple bodysides, and an even

enterprising model manufacturer has yet

simpler two-axle underframe, not to

come up with the 142 in model form. A

mention the variety of colour schemes.

Still a familiar sight in 2018 – a Class 142 at Manchester Oxford Road in Northern Rail livery, en route to Liverpool
Lime Street. Access problems for disabled travellers may finally see these British Rail designs disappear completely.
(Photo © Lee Worthington)
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Addendum:
The following tables and diagrams show the comparative dimensions and details of the Class
141 and 143 series of “Pacers”, or LEV derivatives:

Class 141 Dimensions
Built

1984

Manufacturer:

British Leyland / BREL

Order no.

30977 (DMS), 30978 (DMSL)

Refurbished

1988 - 1989

Formation

2 car DMS+DMSL

BR Diagram

DP228 (DMS), DP229 (DMSL)

Fleet numbers

141001-141020 (sets, as built)
141101-141120 (sets, from 1988-9)

Vehicle numbers:

55502-55521 (DMS)
55522-55541 (DMSL)

Vehicle length

15.45 m (50.7 ft)

Width

2.5 m (8 ft 2 in)

Height

3.906 m (12.81 ft)

Bogie type:

4-wheel chassis

Wheelbase

9 m (30 ft)

Weight

26 t (DMS), 26.5 t (DMSL)

Seating Capacity

94 (total), 50 (DMS), 44 (DMSL)

Maximum speed

75 mph (121 km/h)

Engine

1 × Leyland TL11, 205 hp (153 kW)

Transmission

SCGR500 4-speed

Horsepower (total):

410hp (310kW)

Train heating

Engine waste heat Ducted warm air

Class 141 Diagram

Class 143 Dimensions
Number range:

Asbuilt
143001-143025
143301-143325
1985-1986
Walter Alexander body on Barclay
underframe

Refurbished
143601-143625

Formation:
Vehicle numbers:

DMS+DMSL
DMS - 55642-55666
DMSL - 55667-55691

1990s/2001-02
Walter Alexander body on Barclay
underframe, refurbishment Doncaster/Cardiff
DMS+DMSL
DMS - 55642-55666
DMSL - 55667-55691

Vehicle length:
Height:
Width:
Seating:

15.55m
3.73m
2.70m
Total - 122S
DMS - 62S

15.55m
3.73m
2.70m
Total - 106S
DMS - 55S

DMSL -60S

DMSL - 51S

2+3 bus
Within set only
DMSL - 1
Total - 49.5 tonnes
DMS 24.5 tonnes

2+2
Within set only
DMSL - 1
Total - 49.5 tonnes
DMS 24.5 tonnes

DMSL - 25 tonnes

DMSL - 25 tonnes

Brake type:
Bogie type:
Power unit:

Air EP
4-wheel chassis
1 x Leyland TL11 of 200hp per vehicle

Transmission:
Transmission type:
Horsepower (total):
Max speed:
Coupling type:

Mechanical
SGC
400hp
75mph (121 km/h)
BSI - outer
Bar - inner
Class 14x, 15x and 170
Twin leaf pivot
Steel

Air EP
4-wheel chassis
1 x Cummins LTA10-R of 230hp per
vehicle
Hydraulic
Voith T211r
460hp
75mph (121 km/h)
BSI - outer
Bar - inner
Class 14x, 15x and 170
Twin leaf pivot
Steel

Introduced:
Built by:

Internal layout:
Gangway:
Toilets:
Weight:

Multiple restriction:
Door type:
Special features:
Body structure:

Class 143 Diagram

